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Letter from J. Marion Sims
to Crawford W. Long
ARTICLE XXXVIII.


For nearly three years, the various medical journals have contained numerous articles on the employment of Sulphuric Ether by Inhalation, for the purpose of rendering patients insensible to pain during surgical operations.

The first notice I saw of the use of ether, or rather of Dr. Morton's "Letheon," as an anæsthetic, was in the editorial of the Medical Examiner for December, 1846, in which the editor gives the following extract from a paper by Dr. H. J. Bigelow, contained in the Boston Journal:—"The preparation (letheon) is inhaled from a small two-necked glass globe, and smells of ether, and is, we have little doubt, an ethereal solution of some narcotic substance."

Having on several occasions used ether, since March, 1842, to prevent pain in surgical operations, immediately after reading this notice of "letheon," I commenced a communication to the editor of the Medical Examiner, for publication in that Journal, to notify the medical profession that sulphuric ether, when inhaled, would of itself render surgical operations painless, and that it had then been used by me for that purpose for more than four years. I was interrupted when I had written but a few lines, and was prevented, by a very laborious country
practice, from resuming my communication, until the Medical Examiner for January, 1847, was received, which reached me in a few days after reading the December number. It contained several articles, giving accounts of different experiments in etherization, in which surgical operations were performed without pain. On reading these articles, I determined to wait a few months, before publishing an account of my discovery, and see whether any surgeon would present a claim to having used ether by inhalation in surgical operations prior to the time it was used by me.

A controversy soon ensued between Messrs. Jackson, Morton and Wells, in regard to who was entitled to the honor of being the discoverer of the anaesthetic powers of ether, and a considerable time elapsed before I was able to ascertain the exact period when their first operations were performed. Ascertaining this fact, through negligence I have now permitted a much longer time to elapse than I designed, or than my professional friends with whom I consulted advised; but as no account has been published, (so far as I have been able to ascertain,) of the inhalation of ether being used to prevent pain in surgical operations as early as March, 1842, my friends think I would be doing myself injustice, not to notify my brethren of the medical profession of my priority of the use of ether by inhalation in surgical practice.

I know that my interests have suffered from not making an earlier publication, and I would not be persuaded at this late stage of the ether controversy to present my claim to being the first to use ether as an anaesthetic in surgical operations, if I were not fully satisfied of my ability to establish its justness.

In the month of December, 1841, or January, 1842, the subject of the inhalation of nitrous oxide gas was introduced in a company of young men assembled at night in this village, (Jefferson,) and several persons present desired me to prepare some for their use. I informed them that I had no apparatus for preparing or preserving the gas, but that I had a medicine (sulphuric ether) which would produce equally exhilarating effects; that I had inhaled it myself, and considered it as safe as the nitrous oxide gas. One of the company stated, that he had inhaled ether while at school, and was then willing to inhale
it. The company were all anxious to witness its effects. The ether was introduced: I gave it first to the gentleman who had previously inhaled it, then inhaled it myself, and afterwards gave it to all persons present. They were so much pleased with the exhilerating effects of ether, that they afterwards inhaled it frequently, and induced others to do so, and its inhalation soon became quite fashionable in this county, and in fact extended from this place through several counties in this part of Georgia.

On numerous occasions I have inhaled ether for its exhilerating properties, and would frequently, at some short time subsequent to its inhalation, discover bruised or painful spots on my person, which I had no recollection of causing, and which I felt satisfied were received while under the influence of ether. I noticed, my friends, while etherized, received falls and blows, which I believed were sufficient to produce pain on a person not in a state of anaesthesia, and on questioning them, they uniformly assured me that they did not feel the least pain from these accidents. These facts are mentioned, that the reasons may be apparent why I was induced to make an experiment in etherization.

The first patient to whom I administered ether in a surgical operation, was Mr. James M. Venable, who then resided within two miles of Jefferson, and at present lives in Cobb county, Ga. Mr. Venable consulted me on several occasions in regard to the propriety of removing two small tumours situated on the back part of his neck, but would postpone from time to time having the operations performed, from dread of pain. At length I mentioned to him the fact of my receiving bruises while under the influence of the vapour of ether, without suffering, and as I knew him to be fond of, and accustomed to inhale ether, I suggested to him the probability that the operations might be performed without pain, and proposed operating on him while under its influence. He consented to have one tumour removed, and the operation was performed the same evening. The ether was given to Mr. Venable on a towel; and when fully under its influence I extirpated the tumour. It was encysted, and about half an inch in diameter. The patient continued to inhale ether during the time of the operation: and
when informed it was over, seemed incredulous, until the tumour was shown him. He gave no evidence of suffering during the operation, and assured me, after it was over, that he did not experience the slightest degree of pain from its performance. *This operation was performed on the 30th March, 1842.*

The second operation I performed upon a patient etherized was on the 6th June, 1842, and was on the same person, for the removal of another small tumour. This operation required more time than the first, from the cyst of the tumour having formed adhesions to the surrounding parts. The patient was insensible to pain during the operation, until the last attachment of the cyst was separated, when he exhibited signs of slight suffering, but asserted, after the operation was over, that the sensation of pain was so slight as scarcely to be perceived. In this operation, the inhalation of ether ceased before the first incision was made: since that time I have invariably desired patients, when practicable, to continue its inhalation during the time of the operation.

Having so long neglected presenting my claim to the discovery of the anaesthetic powers of ether; for the purpose of satisfying the minds of all, of its justness, I have procured, I conceive, a sufficient number of certificates to establish the claim indisputably. I present, first, the certificate of James M. Venable, the patient on whom the first experiments in etherization were made, and no comments on it, I conceive, are necessary.

*[NOTE.—A few months ago, Dr. Long informed us of his early attempts at etherization, in Surgery. He was then informed that any claim set up at this late day to priority of discovery, would be severely criticised, if not violently resisted; and that he had best, therefore, do all he could to fortify his position. He has accordingly sent us a number of certificates, properly attested; but as it is unusual for medical journals to admit these, and as besides, in our profession, the word of a gentleman is sufficient on all points of controversy, these are of course omitted here. We state, however, they may be seen by any one curious in the matter, and their character may be judged of by the two following, bearing most pointedly on the subject under discussion. We have only to add, that the writer of this communication is a highly worthy member of the medical profession, exceedingly modest in his pretensions and entitled to full credit for all he advances.]—Edtr.*
(CERTIFICATES.)

I, James M. Venable, of the county of Cobb, and State of Georgia, on oath, depose and say, that in the year 1842, I resided at my mother's, in Jackson county, about two miles from the village of Jefferson, and attended the village academy that year. In the early part of the year the young men of Jefferson, and the country adjoining, were in the habit of inhaling ether, for its exhilarating powers, and I inhaled it myself frequently for that purpose, and was very fond of its use.

While attending the academy, I was frequently in the office of Dr. C. W. Long, and having two tumours on the side and rather back of my neck, I several times spoke to him about the propriety of cutting them out, but postponed the operation from time to time. On one occasion, we had some conversation about the probability that the tumours might be cut out while I was under the influence of S. ether, without my experiencing pain, and he proposed operating on me while under its influence. I agreed to have one tumour cut out, and had the operation performed that evening after school was dismissed. This was in the early part of the spring of 1842.

I commenced inhaling the ether before the operation was commenced, and continued it until the operation was over. I did not feel the slightest pain from the operation, and could not believe the tumour was removed until it was shown to me.

A month or two after this time, Dr. C. W. Long cut out the other tumour, situated on the same side of my neck. In this operation I did not feel the least pain until the last cut was made, when I felt a little pain. In this operation, I stopped inhaling the ether before the operation was finished.

I inhaled the ether, in both cases, from a towel, which was the common method of taking it.

JAMES M. VENABLE.

GEORGIA, Cobb county, July 23d, 1849. Sworn to before me.

ALFRED MANES, J. P.

I certify that I was a pupil in the Academy in Jefferson, Jackson county, Ga., in the year 1842. Some time during the spring of that year I was present, and witnessed Dr. C. W. Long cut out a small tumour from the neck of James M. Venable. I am well acquainted with the smell of sulphuric ether, and know that Mr. Venable inhaled it, before and during the time of the operation. He made no sign of suffering pain during the operation; and after the tumour was cut out, he asserted that he did not feel any pain from the cutting out of the tumour.
A few months after this operation, Mr. Venable informed me that Dr. Long had cut out another tumour from his neck, while he was under the effects of ether, and that he did not feel any pain from the operation. Mr. Venable was a pupil in the Academy during the year 1842, and I was intimate with and heard him speak of the operations frequently, and he always asserted they were performed without pain. I know the operations were performed in the year 1842: my brother, Wm. H. Thurmond, had charge of the academy that year, and it was the only time I was a pupil in the academy.

August 21st, 1849.

ANDREW J. THURMOND.

In addition to Mr. Venable’s, I present the certificates of E. S. Rawls and Wm. H. Thurmond, who were present, and witnessed one or both operations.

My third experiment in etherization was made on the 3rd July, 1842, and was on a negro boy, the property of Mrs. S. Hemphill, who resides nine miles from Jefferson. The boy had a disease of a toe, which rendered its amputation necessary, and the operation was performed without the boy evincing the least sign of pain.

I present Mrs. Hemphill’s statement of the report the boy gave her of the operation on his return home, which I conceive is sufficient on this point.

These were all the surgical operations performed by me during the year 1842, upon patients etherized; no other case occurring in which I believed the inhalation of ether applicable. Since ’42, I have performed one or more surgical operations annually, on patients in a state of etherization.

The question will no doubt occur, why did I not publish the results of my experiments in etherization soon after they were made? I was anxious, before making my publication, to try etherization in a sufficient number of cases to fully satisfy my mind that anesthesia was produced by the ether, and was not the effect of the imagination, or owing to any peculiar insusceptibility to pain in the persons experimented on.

At the time I was experimenting with ether, there were physicians “high in authority,” and of justly distinguished character, who were the advocates of mesmerism, and recommended
the induction of the mesmeric state as adequate to prevent pain in surgical operations. Notwithstanding thus sanctioned, I was an unbeliever in the science, and of the opinion, that if the mesmeric state could be produced at all, it was only on "those of strong imagination and weak minds," and was to be ascribed solely to the workings of the patient's imaginations. Entertaining this opinion, I was the more particular in my experiments in etherization.

Surgical operations are not of frequent occurrence in a country practice, and especially in the practice of a young physician; yet I was fortunate enough to meet with two cases in which I could satisfactorily test the anaesthetic power of ether. From one of these patients I removed three tumours the same day: the inhalation of ether was used only in the second operation, and was effectual in preventing pain, while the patient suffered severely from the extirpation of the other tumours. In the other case, I amputated two fingers of a negro boy: the boy was etherized during one amputation, and not during the other; he suffered from one operation, and was insensible during the other.

I have procured the certificates of the lady from whom the tumours were removed and of her husband, who was present and witnessed the operations; and also that of the owner of the boy, establishing the fact of the insensibility of the patients to pain during these operations. These certificates were procured in preference to those establishing other operations, because they not only show that the experiments were continued from year to year, but also show that they were conducted so as to test the power of etherization.

* * * * * * * * *

After fully satisfying myself of the power of ether to produce anaesthesia, I was desirous of administering it in a severer surgical operation than any I had performed. In my practice, prior to the published account of the use of ether as an anaesthetic, I had no opportunity of experimenting with it in a capital operation, my cases being confined, with one exception, to the extirpation of small tumours, and the amputation of fingers and toes.

I have stated that ether was frequently inhaled in this and
some of the adjoining counties, for its exhilarating effects; and although I am conscious that I do not deserve any credit for introducing its use for that purpose, yet as others, through their friends, have claimed to be the first to shew its safety, most of the certificates I have obtained establish the fact of its frequent inhalation for its exhilarating effects. I met with R. H. Goodman, who was present the night ether was first inhaled in Jefferson, and who removed to Athens, and introduced its inhalation in that place, and present his certificate. All the young gentlemen who were present the night I first administered ether, with one exception, are living, and their certificates can be procured, if necessary.*

I have now, in a very concise manner, presented a “plain, unvarnished” account of some of my experiments in etherization, and have said nothing of the comparative merits of ether, and the other anaesthetics, because that was foreign to my present subject. Had I been engaged in the practice of my profession in a city, where surgical operations are performed daily, the discovery would, no doubt, have been confided to others, who would have assisted in the experiments; but occupying a different position, I acted differently, whether justifiable or not. The result of my second experiment in etherization, was such as led me to believe that the anaesthetic state was of such short duration that ether would only be applicable in cases in which its effects could be kept up, by constant inhalation, during the time of the performance of the operations. Under this impression, up to January, 1847, I had not used ether, in but one case, in extracting teeth, and thus deprived myself of experimenting in the only class of cases which are of frequent occurrence in a country practice.

While cautiously experimenting with ether, as cases occurred, with the view of fully testing its anaesthetic powers, and its applicability to severe, as well as minor, surgical operations, others, more favorably situated, engaged in similar experiments; and consequently the publication of etherization did not “bide my time.” This being the case, I leave it with an enlightened

* Our friend, Dr. Long, can lay no claim to the introduction of sulphuric ether as an exhilarating agent when its vapour is inhaled.—Edt.
medical profession, to say, whether or not my claim to the discovery of etherization is forfeited, by not being presented earlier, and with the decision which may be made, I shall be content.
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DISCOVERER OF ANAESTHESIA
Demonstrated on James M. Venables by the use of Sulphuric Ether
at Jefferson, Jackson Co., Georgia, March 30th, 1842.

Long before the days of Horace Wells and of Morton and Jackson, we were on the eve of the discovery of anaesthesia. In 1790, Priestley discovered nitrous oxide gas. In 1799, Sir Humphrey Davy experimented with it, and in 1800, he published his Researches, Chemical and Philosophical, chiefly concerning Nitrous Oxide Gas and its Respiration, in which he says, "As nitrous oxide, in its extensive operations, appears capable of destroying physical pain, it may probably be used with advantage during surgical operations, in which no great effusion of blood takes place." Sir Humphrey Davy had inhaled the gas repeatedly for headache and other painful affections, and finding relief for the time, he suggested its use as an anaesthetic in surgery; and if he had been a surgeon, there is no doubt he would have used it as such. But his great idea was lost to the world for more than forty years.

There are four claimants for the honor of the discovery of anaesthesia, viz: Crawford W. Long, of Athens, Georgia; Horace Wells, of Hartford, Ct.; W. T. G. Morton and Charles T. Jackson, of Boston.

I propose to give a plain statement of facts bearing on the question, leaving the reader to draw his own conclusions.

The claims of Long have never been fairly stated in connec-
tion with those who came after him. I am ashamed to say I was wholly ignorant of them until a very recent day, and I believe that the great mass of the profession are in the same category with me. I became acquainted with the facts of Long’s labors by mere accident.

In October, 1876, Dr. P. A. Wilhite, of Anderson, S. C., came to New York to consult me about the health of his daughter. Her case required a surgical operation, and it was necessary for her to take ether, which was given by Dr. Harry Sims. After the operation was over, and while we were waiting to see our patient fully restored from the effects of the anaesthetic, the conversation naturally turned upon the wonders of anaesthesia, when Dr. Wilhite said, “Doctor, I assisted at the first operation ever performed under the influence of ether.” I said, “but how could this be when you have never been in Boston, and the first operation ever performed under ether was by Warren, of Boston, in October, 1846, or as some claim, by Marcy, of Hartford, in January, 1845.” Dr. Wilhite then told me that he had assisted Dr. Crawford W. Long, of Georgia, in extirpating a tumor from the neck of Mr. Venable, in March, 1842, while he was completely anaesthetized by the inhalation of sulphuric ether—that Mr. Venable was as profoundly anaesthetized as the patient then lying before us—and he also said that he had assisted Dr. Long to operate on other patients under the influence of ether in 1843 and ’44, while he was a student of medicine in Dr. Long’s office. He declared that Long was the real and original discoverer of anaesthesia, and he believed he would be so acknowledged if all the facts in the case were fully set forth.

He further said that he presumed that he (Dr. Wilhite) was the first person who had ever profoundly etherized any one—and it was under these circumstances. Dr. Wilhite says that from the time he was ten years old (1832), he was familiar with the use of ether by inhalation as an excitant; that the boys and girls in his neighborhood near Athens, Georgia, were in the constant habit of using it; that there was hardly ever a gathering of young people that did not wind up with an ether frolic. Old-fashioned “quiltings” were very common in his day and time.
and in the evening the boys and young men would go to these for the purpose of a dance or an ether frolic.

On one occasion, he met several young people at Mr. Ware's, about five miles west of Athens, at a quilting. The girls and boys all finished the evening by inhaling ether. Some would laugh, some cry, some fight, and some dance, just as when nitrous oxide gas is inhaled. It was in the Fall of 1839. Wilhite was a romping boy of seventeen. All the boys and all the girls had inhaled the ether, some of them more than once. They were looking around for new subjects for it, when Wilhite saw a negro boy at the door, who seemed to be enjoying the sport. Wilhite invited him to come in and try the ether. He refused. Other young men then insisted on his taking it. He refused again in a most positive manner; whereupon some of the thoughtless young men caught hold of the boy, and called Wilhite to give him the ether. He struggled violently, but they threw him down and held him there while Wilhite poured out some ether on a handkerchief, and pressed it firmly over his mouth and nose. He fought furiously. They persisted, thinking it was great fun. After a long struggle, the boy became quiet and unresisting. The young men then let him alone. They were greatly surprised that he did not get up immediately and say or do some foolish thing for them to laugh at. He lay quietly, and with stertorous breathing. They tried to arouse him, but could not. They then became greatly alarmed, and sent one of their number on horseback for Dr. Sydney Reese, at Athens, five miles distant. The messenger rode with all possible speed. He fortunately found Dr. Reese at home, who lost no time in going to Mr. Ware's. On his arrival, he found the negro lying on his back still soundly asleep. The young ladies had left the frightful scene. Young Wilhite, and his principal accomplice, thinking that they had in mere play murdered a fellow being, were so much alarmed, that they contemplated making their escape from the country; but the timely arrival of Dr. Reese soon restored their courage. Dr. Reese heard the history of the transaction. He then threw water in the face of the sleeping negro, slapped him, raised him up, shook him violently, and after a little he was roused to consciousness, greatly to the relief of all present. The Doctor then gave the youngsters a
lecture on the dangers of such frolics, and cautioned them against a repetition of their heedless act. This of course broke up the ether frolics in this neighborhood. Dr. Wilhite thinks it was more than an hour from the time the messenger started for Dr. Reese, till he returned with him to Mr. Ware's. The distance to Athens and back was ten miles, and all this time the negro boy was profoundly narcotized.

This is unquestionably the first case in which sulphuric ether was ever given to the extent of producing complete anaesthesia.

Dr. Crawford W. Long, now of Athens, Georgia, was born in Danielsville, Madison county, Georgia, on the 1st November, 1815. He graduated at the University of Georgia (then the Franklin College) in 1835. He studied medicine and graduated at the Medical Department of the University of Pennsylvania in 1839. He then went to Jefferson, Jackson county, Georgia, where he practised medicine for many years. In 1842, he had four students in his office, viz: P. A. Wilhite, John S. Groves, D. I. Long and H. R. P. Long. The two last were relatives of Dr. Long, and they are both dead. Wilhite and Groves are still living (1877). Dr. Long was 27 years old. His pupils were all from 19 to 21; they were on the best of terms with each other, the Doctor entering into all the sports of his pupils with a hearty good will, while he never neglected his duties as their teacher. On one occasion, they were talking about the inhalation of nitrous oxide gas, when one of his pupils asked him to make some for them. He said he did not have suitable apparatus for it, but that the inhalation of sulphuric ether would produce precisely the same exhilarating effect. One of the young men present said he had inhaled ether while at school, and was willing to do it again. They were all anxious to witness its effects. Dr. Long got some ether immediately and gave it to the young man who had previously inhaled it. He then inhaled it himself, and afterwards gave it to all present. After this, the young Doctor and his pupils indulged occasionally in ether frolics. On several occasions, Dr. Long became furiously excited and could not be controlled. On recovering from the ether intoxication, he frequently noticed that his arms and hands were badly bruised, and yet he was not conscious of having felt any pain at the time he was under the influence of
the ether. He also noticed the same thing in his pupils. They were often badly hurt by falls and blows, and were not conscious of pain at the time. These facts, repeatedly observed, suggested to his mind the idea of using ether to prevent the pain of surgical operations. He frequently spoke of this to his students, and at last he determined to give it a trial. Wilhite encouraged him by relating the case of the negro boy he had playfully and unintentionally put under the influence of ether for an hour or more in the Fall of 1839.

Dr. Long having made up his mind to try the experiment with ether on the first favorable opportunity, says (Southern Medical and Surgical Journal, Dec., 1849):

"The first patient to whom I administered ether in a surgical operation, was Mr. James M. Venable, who then resided within two miles of Jefferson. Mr. Venable consulted me on several occasions with regard to the propriety of removing two small tumors situated on the back part of his neck, but would postpone from time to time having the operations performed, from dread of pain. At length I mentioned to him the fact of my receiving bruises while under the influence of the vapor of ether, without suffering, and, as I knew him to be fond of, and accustomed to inhale ether, I suggested to him the probability that the operations might be performed without pain, and proposed operating on him while under its influence. He consented to have one tumor removed, and the operation was performed the same day. The ether was given to Mr. Venable on a towel, and when fully under its influence I extirpated the tumor. It was encysted, and about half an inch in diameter. The patient continued to inhale ether during the time of the operation, and when informed it was over, seemed incredulous, till the tumor was shown him. He gave no evidence of suffering during the operation, and assured me, after it was over, that he did not experience the slightest degree of pain from its performance."

This operation was performed on the 30th of March, 1842.

"The second operation I performed upon a patient etherized was on the 6th June, 1842, and was on the same person (Mr. Venable) for the removal of another small tumor. This operation required more time than the first, from the cyst of the tumor having formed adhesions to the surrounding parts. The patient was insensible to pain during the operation, until the last attachment of the cyst was separated, when he exhibited signs of slight suffering, but asserted after the operation was
over that the sensation of pain was so slight as scarcely to be perceived. In this operation, the inhalation of ether ceased before the first incision was made."

In a certificate sworn to by James M. Venable on the 23d July, 1849, he says: "In the early part of the year (1842), the young men of Jefferson and the country adjoining were in the habit of inhaling ether for its exhilarating powers, and I inhaled it myself frequently for that purpose, and was very fond of its use. While attending the Academy, I was frequently in the office of Dr. C. W. Long, and having two tumors on the side and rather back of my neck, I several times spoke to him about the propriety of cutting them out, but postponed the operation from time to time. On one occasion, we had some conversation about the probability that the tumors might be cut out while I was under the influence of sulphuric ether, without my experiencing pain, and he proposed operating on me while under its influence. I agreed to have one tumor cut out, and had the operation performed that evening (afternoon) after school was dismissed. This was in the early part of the spring of 1842. I commenced inhaling the ether before the operation was commenced, and continued it until the operation was over. I did not feel the slightest pain from the operation, and could not believe the tumor was removed until it was shown to me. A month or two after this time, Dr. C. W. Long cut out the other tumor situated on the same side of my neck. In this operation, I did not feel the least pain until the last cut was made, when I felt a little pain. In this operation, I stopped inhaling the ether before the operation was finished. I inhaled the ether in both instances from a towel, which was the common method of taking it."

Dr. Long's four students Wilhite, Groves, and the two Longs, also E. S. Rawls (now Dr. Rawls) and Andrew J. Thurmond, were present and assisted at the operation. Dr. Wilhite tells me that the etherization of Venable was as complete as it is ever made now-a-days, and that Venable always declared he felt no pain during the operation.

On the 3d July, 1842, Dr. Long amputated the toe of a negro boy, Jack, belonging to Mrs. Hemphill. Jack felt no pain, having been completely anaesthetized.
On the 9th September, 1843, Dr. Long exsected, without pain, three small cystic tumors from the head of Mrs. Mary Vincent, who was etherized for the purpose.

On the 8th January, 1845, Dr. Long amputated two fingers for a negro boy belonging to Mr. Ralph Bailey, Sr., the patient being fully etherized and feeling no pain whatever.

Morton’s friends have been from the outset clamorous and persistent in proclaiming to the world “that Morton was the first man who ever produced complete anaesthesia for surgical operations.” The facts above stated prove incontestably that they were mistaken; and before we get through it will be shown that they were doubly mistaken; for it will be established beyond controversy that Wells produced anaesthesia by nitrous oxide gas long before Morton did it with ether.

Long’s anaesthesia with sulphuric ether was on the 30th March, 1842.

Wells’ anaesthesia with nitrous oxide gas was on the 11th December, 1844.

Morton’s anaesthesia with sulphuric ether was on the 30th September, 1846.

Thus we see that Long ante-dates Wells two years and eight months, and ante-dates Morton four years and six months.

Dr. Long’s operations under the influence of ether were known by all his neighbors—professional and non-professional. Many of these are still living. Dr. Wilhite lives at Anderson, South Carolina. Dr. John S. Groves, his fellow-student with Long in 1842, is now living at Dalton, Georgia. Dr. A. Delaperiere was the only physician, besides Dr. Long, at Jefferson in 1842. He witnessed these operations; has given his testimony to that effect, and is still living. Dr. E. S. Rawls, another witness, was living in Alabama a short time ago. All these men testify to the fact that Long’s operations under ether were witnessed and known by all medical men in his neighborhood and by the whole community.

Long’s operations were not secret. He made no mystery about the substance given to prevent pain. He took out no patent for his discovery as did Morton and Jackson. He did not attempt to convert it into a money speculation. He published it before all men. It was not hidden from the world.
True, his was a very contracted world. He was waiting to test his great discovery in some capital operation. He lived in an obscure little town where there were no railroads and no ponderous machinery to maim his fellow-men and the amputation of a leg or arm was an era in the life of a country doctor.

While he was still waiting for larger operations before communicating his discovery to some scientific journal, the labors of Wells and Morton and Jackson and Simpson burst upon the world. When Jackson made his visit to Long at Athens, in March, 1854, he said to Long: "You have the advantage of priority in date and in the first use of ether as an anaesthetic; but we have the advantage of priority of publication."

Now upon this point Long, Wells, Morton and Jackson stand individually upon the same level. Long exhibited to medical men and to the community his operations under ether (1842). Wells exhibited to medical men and to the community his operation of the extraction of teeth under the influence of nitrous oxide gas (1844). Morton exhibited to medical men and to the community the use of his secret remedy, "Letheon," 1846 as an anaesthetic. But Morton was fortunate in showing his patent remedy to the great surgeons of Boston. And it was not Morton, but it was Warren and Hayward and Bigelow who performed the operations at the Massachusetts General Hospital (October, 1846,) on patients to whom Morton gave his "Letheon" that the world owes the immediate and universal use of anaesthesia in surgery. If Morton could have had his way he would have deodorized the ether and kept it a secret from the world.

Neither Wells nor Morton nor Jackson ever published a word on the subject till it burst forth in a blaze from the labors of the hospital surgeons already named.

When Warren and Hayward and Bigelow proved the real greatness of the discovery, then it was that Wells, Morton and Jackson began the war of pamphlets, and not till then did either of them publish in any scientific journal a line about anaesthesia. And thus we see that its first publication to the world was really due to the illustrious surgeons of the Massachusetts General Hospital.

In 1853 Morton petitioned Congress to grant him a large sum of money for the discovery of anaesthesia. The friends of Wells
opposed it, and claimed this honor for Wells, who used nitrous oxide gas as an anaesthetic two years and a half before Morton used ether for this purpose.

Then it was that the friends of Long appeared upon the scene, proving that Long was the first to use ether, antedating Morton four years and a half.

When Long's claim to the honor of discovering anaesthesia was presented to Congress by the Hon. Mr. Dawson, Senator from Georgia, it was formidable enough to block the movements of Morton to get the appropriation he demanded for his discovery. They were so strong that Dr. Charles T. Jackson went to Athens, Georgia, expressly to see Dr. Long on the subject. In a communication to the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal April 11th, 1861, Dr. Charles T. Jackson says he visited Dr. Long at Athens, Georgia, on March 8th, 1854, to examine into Dr. Long's claims to being the first to use sulphuric ether as an anaesthetic in surgery, and he further says: "From the documents shown me by Dr. Long, it appears that he employed sulphuric ether as an anaesthetic agent—

First. On March 30th, 1842, when he extirpated a small glandular tumor from the neck of James M. Venable, a boy [Mr. Venable was over 21 years old when the operation was performed.—J. M. S.] in Jefferson, Georgia, now dead.

Second. On July 3d, 1842, in the amputation of the toe of a negro boy belonging to Mrs. Hemphill, of Jackson, Georgia.

Third. On September 9th, 1843, in the extirpation of a tumor from the head of Mary Vincent, of Jackson, Georgia.

Fourth. On January 8th, 1845, in the amputation of a finger of a negro boy belonging to Ralph Baily, of Jackson, Georgia.

Copies of the letters and depositions proving these operations with ether were all shown me by Dr. Long.

He also referred me to physicians in Jefferson who knew of the operations at the time."

The above extract from Dr. Jackson's paper to the Boston Medical Journal recognizes Long's claim to being the first to produce anaesthesia for surgical operations, but it does not tell the whole story of Dr. Jackson's visit to Dr. Long.

Dr. Long has furnished me with all the evidence, consisting of affidavits, certificates, book entries, &c., that Dr. Jackson ex-
amined. He has also written me fully on the subject, and every fact that I have stated can be substantiated by documentary evidence.

In one of Dr. Long's letters to me (Nov. 5, 1876), he says:

"In 1854 Dr. Charles T. Jackson came to Georgia and spent two days with me in Athens, most of the time in my office, examining books, accounts, dates and certificates establishing the time, &c., of my operations. He expressed himself satisfied with the correctness of my claim to the first use of ether as an anesthetic in surgical operations. Dr. Jackson informed me that he would go from Athens to Dahlonega, Georgia, and as I knew he must pass through Jefferson where I resided up to 1850, and where my first operations under ether were performed, I requested him to stop in Jefferson and see some of the physicians there who witnessed or knew of the operations, and also a number of the citizens of the village who either witnessed the operations or were familiar with them from common report. Dr. Jackson spent one or more days in Jefferson, and on his return, expressed himself satisfied with the testimony."

"In Dr. Jackson's communication to the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal (April 11th, 1861), he neglected to say anything of the information he obtained while in Jefferson, although he admitted to me on his return that the evidence was perfectly satisfactory."

The Hon. C. W. Andrews, of Madison, Georgia, informs me that he was in Dr. Long's employ and in his office when Dr. Jackson spent a whole day with Long in comparing notes and talking over the subject of etherization, and it seems that the real object of Dr. Jackson's visit to Dr. Long was to induce Long to unite with him in laying their conjoint claims before Congress as the real discoverers of anesthesia as opposed to those of Morton. Jackson was willing to concede to Long the honor of being the first to use ether in surgical operations, but wished Long to concede to him the honor of priority in making the discovery of the principle of anesthesia when he inhaled ether to relieve the pain and difficulty of breathing after inhaling chlorine gas (as Sir Humphry Davy had done before).

Dr. Long says (February 8th, 1877): "In our conversation I understood Dr. Jackson to yield the point of priority to me—
and so did the Hon. C. W. Andrews. I did not admit to him that he was the first to make the discovery—leaving to me its practical application; and when he proposed to me to unite our claims—he to claim the discovery and I its first practical use in surgical operations—I positively refused. I was satisfied that I was entitled to the credit of the discovery, as well as of the first practical use of ether in surgical operations."

"Instead of writing to Senator Dawson to unite our claims as Dr. Jackson requested, I wrote to Mr. Dawson to make no such compromise, but to place my claims solely on their merits; and if you will consult the Congressional proceedings of that time you will see that Mr. Dawson presented my claims separate and independent."

Now let us see how the followers of Long worked out the problem of anaesthesia without any knowledge whatever of his labors.

Horace Wells, a native of Hartford, Windsor county, Vermont, studied dentistry in Boston, and at the age of 21 (1836) he opened an office in Hartford, Connecticut, to practice his profession. His mind was early turned to the subject of preventing pain in the extraction of teeth. In August, 1840, Dr. L. P. Brockett, of Brooklyn, N. Y., then a medical student, went to Wells to have a molar tooth extracted; the operation was difficult, and so painful that Wells said that there ought to be some method of mitigating such suffering, and that he thought a man might be made so drunk by the inhalation of nitrous oxide gas as to prevent the pain of dental and other operations. This shows how deeply impressed this subject was upon the mind of Wells at that early day. On December 10, 1844, Mr. G. Q. Colton delivered a lecture in Hartford, Conn., on "laughing gas," and after the lecture he administered the gas to Wells and several other gentlemen. One of them (Mr. Cooley), while under its influence, fell over some benches, and was evidently badly injured; when he returned to consciousness, Wells rushed up to him and inquired if he was hurt. He replied, "No." Wells then said, "You must have been hurt, for you struck your legs against the benches." The young man then, at Wells's suggestion, pulled up his pantaloons; the blood was running down his legs and his knees were badly injured. When again questioned
by Wells, he said, "I did not feel any pain at the time." Wells then turned to a friend (Mr. David Clarke), who was near by, and an eye witness to all this, and remarked, "I believe a man by taking that gas could have a tooth extracted or a limb amputated and not feel the pain." So thoroughly was Wells convinced of this fact that he told his wife on their way home that he intended to take the gas the next day and have a tooth extracted. On arriving home, he left his wife and went to see his friend, Dr. Riggs, to announce his great discovery, and his intention to take the gas for the extraction of a tooth. Riggs tried to dissuade him from it, but his mind was made up, and he said, "As the young man did not feel pain at the time he was hurt, why cannot the gas be used in the extraction of teeth?"

Early next morning (December 11) Wells called on Colton and engaged him to go to his office at ten o'clock and give him the gas. He did so, and Dr. Riggs extracted a large molar tooth for Wells while under the influence of the gas. Wells did not seem to feel any pain. He remained unconscious for a few moments, and on coming to, he exclaimed, "A new era in tooth-pulling! It did not hurt me more than the prick of a pin. It is the greatest discovery ever made."

From that moment Wells's enthusiasm was unbounded. He immediately began the administration of the gas, and daily extracted teeth under its influence; and other dentists in Hartford adopted the same practice with like success. Dr. Marcy, then of Hartford, on witnessing Wells's operations, told him that when a student at Amherst College, he, with other students had, for amusement, often inhaled nitrous oxide gas and also the vapor of sulphuric ether, and that the effects of the two were identical; and he suggested to Wells to try ether as a substitute, for the gas. On this hint Wells tried it. He inhaled it himself, and he says, "I found it very difficult to inhale the vapor of ether, in consequence of the choking sensation. For this reason, and for the reason that Dr. Marcy and myself came to the conclusion that nitrous oxide gas was not so liable to do injury, I resolved to adhere to this alone."

About a month after the discovery of anaesthesia by Wells, Dr. Marcy (January, 1845) gave the vapor of sulphuric ether to a sailor for the extirpation of a small wen on the side of his
head. The patient was insensible and the operation successful, but Marcy, after this experiment, still advised Wells to stick to the gas as being more agreeable, and, perhaps, safer than ether. Wells continued the use of the gas, and the dentists (Riggs, Terry, Braddock, and Crowfoot) and the doctors in Hartford were all convinced of its value as an anaesthetic. But Wells felt that his great discovery should be laid more broadly before the profession and the world, and early in 1845 went to Boston for this purpose. Through his former pupil and partner, Dr. Morton, dentist, he was introduced to Dr. John C. Warren, Dr. Charles T. Jackson, Dr. Hayward, and others. Dr. Warren received him kindly, and Wells remained in Boston several days with the expectation of giving the gas to a man who was to submit to an amputation at the hands of Dr. Warren. For some cause the operation was postponed. Wells was then invited to address the class at the medical college on the subject. He did so at some length, and then administered the gas for the extraction of a tooth. Unfortunately, the gas-bag was removed too soon; the patient was not sufficiently anaesthetized; he screamed out, and said he felt the pain of extraction, and the experiment was therefore a failure. Wells was hooted at, and unfeelingly hissed out of the amphitheatre by the thoughtless young men present, and he was pronounced a charlatan and his anaesthetic a humbug. He returned home greatly mortified at his failure, was taken suddenly ill and did not recover his health for many weeks.

In 1841-42, Morton was a pupil of Wells. In 1843, Wells established Morton in Boston, and for a while was his partner. In 1845-46, after Wells’s discovery of anaesthesia, by the use of nitrous oxide gas, they had frequent interviews, sometimes in Boston and sometimes in Hartford. After Wells’ unfortunate visit to Boston, Morton became greatly interested in the subject of anaesthesia. Notwithstanding Wells’ failure in Boston, Morton subsequently witnessed his continued success with the gas in Hartford, and was anxious to try it again in Boston. During one of his visits to Wells in Hartford in 1846, Morton asked Wells to show him how to make the gas. Wells not having time, referred him to Dr. Chas. T. Jackson to make it for him, as he was a chemist. On returning home, Mor-
ton called on Jackson for this purpose. Jackson told Morton that the manufacture of nitrous oxide gas required some nicety of manipulation, that there was danger of his getting nitric instead of nitrous oxide, and that he was too busy at that time to make it for him. Morton explained that he wished to use it to render patients insensible for the extraction of teeth. Jackson then told him to use the vapor of sulphuric ether, saying that it was perfectly safe, could be easily procured, and that the students at Cambridge often inhaled it for amusement.

On the evening of the day (September 30, 1846,) that Morton had this interview with Jackson, he gave the ether to a patient, and extracted a tooth without pain; and on October 16 he gave it in the Massachusetts General Hospital to a patient who had a tumor extirpated from the neck by Dr. John C. Warren. On the next day (October 17), he gave it to another patient for Dr. Hayward, who extirpated a tumor from the arm. He gave it also for Dr. Bigelow with equal success; and from that time it came rapidly into use by the whole profession throughout the civilized world. On October 27, 1846, Jackson and Morton published to the world, by letters patent, the discovery of ketheon as an anaesthetic, but it was seen at once that their ketheon was nothing more or less than pure sulphuric ether. Jackson soon resigned his interest in the patent to Morton, and sent a communication to the French Institute claiming the honor for himself of the discovery of anaesthesia by ether. Morton then set up his claim as the real discoverer, giving Jackson credit only for some unimportant suggestions. While Jackson and Morton were sending bulletins to the Institute of France, Wells sailed for Europe in December, 1846, to lay his claims before the French Institute as the real discoverer of anaesthesia. His mission was a failure, and he returned home in March, 1847, to prepare the documents upon which his claim was to be presented to the Institute. And thus this tripartite war was waged with great fury, Morton and Jackson denying everything to Wells, and denying everything to each other. They denied that nitrous oxide gas had any anaesthetic properties. Wells brought forward his Hartford experience, and he gave the gas for surgeons in general practice, proving that prolonged operations could be performed under its influence. Dr. Marcy extirpated a large gland, the patient being under the gas
for fifteen minutes; Dr. Ellsworth amputated a thigh; and Dr. Berresford exsected a large tumor under its influence—all in Hartford. But notwithstanding all this, Wells saw nitrous oxide gas supplanted by sulphuric ether as an anaesthetic—ether which he had tried and rejected. He saw his claims as the great discoverer of anaesthesia unrecognized abroad, disputed and set aside at home, and he was disappointed and dispirited. He then went to New York to lay his claims as the discoverer of anaesthesia before the profession of the great metropolis. Soon after his arrival in New York, he showed signs of mental aberration, and on January 14, 1848, in a fit of madness, he ended his life with his own hands.

A few years after the death of Wells, Morton applied to Congress for a grant of money for the discovery of anaesthesia (1853). The friends of Wells opposed the grant on the ground that Wells was the real discoverer. Then it was that the friends of Long came to the front and opposed the claims of Morton, on the ground that Long was the first discoverer of anaesthesia. The Mortonites admitted that Long was the first to use ether as an anaesthetic, and the first to perform operations under its influence, but they urged that Long's claims were invalid, because he had not published his discovery in some scientific paper. They admitted that Wells tried to make the discovery, but asserted that he failed, because nitrous oxide gas could not produce insensibility to pain. They even attempted to prove this before a Congressional committee appointed for this purpose. Morton declared that nitrous oxide gas never had, and never could, produce the effect claimed by Wells. To disprove this assertion, Prof. John Frederick May, of Washington, went before the Congressional committee and demonstrated the fact that nitrous oxide gas, given according to Wells' plan, could and did produce insensibility to pain.

If nitrous oxide gas can produce insensibility to pain, as Wells claimed, then Wells demonstrated the fact that anaesthesia can be produced by the inhalation of this gas. Let us see how curiously, how providentially, this question has been settled, and settled to the satisfaction of all unprejudiced minds. Colton seems to have been incidentally an important agent in establishing the truth. We have seen how Wells' discovery grew out of
Colton's lecture in Hartford in December, 1844. Colton continued his popular lectures on this subject for many years after this. In 1862, he lectured in the town of New Britain, Conn., and, as usual, related how the great discovery of anesthesia by the use of nitrous oxide gas was made, giving Wells the honor. An old lady present wished to have some teeth extracted; she was afraid to take ether or chloroform, and she requested her dentist, Dr. Dunham, to get Colton to give her the gas for their extraction. He did so, and taught Dr. Dunham how to make the gas. One year after this (1863), Colton returned to New Britain on his usual annual lecture-tour, and he found Dunham extensively engaged in extracting teeth under the influence of the gas. Colton then seeing that the extraction of teeth under the influence of the nitrous oxide gas could be made a painless and paying business, induced Dunham to go with him to New Haven, with the understanding that Colton was to lecture and give the gas, and Dunham to extract teeth. After the first day, Dunham returned home, and Dr. Smith, of New Haven, took his place, and in a few weeks people came by hundreds to take the gas and get teeth extracted. This experiment convinced Colton that it could be made a great business in a larger field, and he went to New York and opened the Colton Dental Institute, where, since 1863, he and his agents have given the gas to 97,000 persons without an accident.

All this disproves the assertion made by Morton and his adherents. If nitrous oxide gas produces anesthesia to-day in the hands of Colton and others, it did it in the hands of Wells in 1844, and Wells therefore preceded Morton in the discovery of anesthesia. Nitrous oxide gas has been used in general surgery by many eminent surgeons in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and elsewhere. It has been used successfully in New York by James R. Wood, Carnochan and others. The writer has used it in difficult and prolonged operations (ovariotomy), requiring thirty, forty, fifty-seven and sixty minutes, and in one case one hour and fifty minutes, and always with the most satisfactory results. And this goes to prove that Wells was right in claiming precedence over Morton in the discovery of anesthesia by nitrous oxide gas in 1844.
THE DISCOVERY OF ANÆSTHESIA.

Now let us summarize the facts set forth in the foregoing historic sketch. We know,

1st. That since 1800, the inhalation of nitrous oxide gas produced a peculiar intoxication, and even allayed headache and other minor pains.

2d. That Sir Humphrey Davy proposed it as an anæsthetic in surgical operations.

3d. That for more than fifty years the inhalation of sulphuric ether has been practised by the students in our New England Colleges as an excitant, and that its exhilarating properties are similar to those of nitrous oxide gas.

4th. That the inhalation of sulphuric ether, as an excitant, was common in some parts of Georgia forty-five years ago, though not practised in the colleges.

5th. That Wilhite was the first man to produce profound anæsthesia, which was done accidentally with sulphuric ether in 1839.

6th. That Long was the first man to intentionally produce anæsthesia for surgical operations, and that this was done with sulphuric ether in 1842.

7th. That Long did not by accident hit upon it, but that he reasoned it out in a philosophic and logical manner.

8th. That Wells, without any knowledge of Long's labors, demonstrated in the same philosophic way, the great principle of anæsthesia by the use of nitrous oxide gas (1844).

9th. That Morton intended to follow Wells in using the gas as an anaesthetic in dentistry, and for this purpose asked Wells to show him how to make the gas (1846).

10th. That Wells referred Morton to Jackson for this purpose, as Jackson was known to be a scientific man and an able chemist.

11th. That Morton called on Jackson for information on the subject, and that Jackson told Morton to use sulphuric ether instead of nitrous oxide gas, as it was known to possess the same properties, was as safe, and easier to get.

12th. That Morton, acting upon Jackson's off-hand suggestion, used the ether successfully in the extraction of teeth (1846).

13th. That Warren and Hayward and Bigelow performed important surgical operations in the Massachusetts General Hospi-
tal (October, 1846), on patients etherized by Morton, and that this introduced and popularized the practice throughout the world.

In Boston, Mass., a monument has been erected to the discoverer of anaesthesia, but no man is designated thereon by name. The citizens of Hartford, Conn., have erected a bronze statue of Wells (by Bartlett) in their Capitol Park, claiming for him the discovery of anaesthesia. This is as it should be. We have no objection to it; and would suggest that the names of Long, Wells, Morton and Jackson be inscribed on the Boston column, one on each side, as co-discoverers of anaesthesia. The State of Georgia will, at no distant day, erect at its Capitol or its University, a statue of Long, who was unquestionably the first discoverer of anaesthesia.

All the claimants of the honor of discovering anaesthesia are Americans. To each is due a certain measure of credit, but no one man can claim this great honor exclusively. The names of Long, Wells, Morton and Jackson will doubtless be associated as co-laborers in the great work, and to these must be added the immortal name of Sir James Y. Simpson, who introduced chloroform and enlarged the domain of anaesthesia.

Sir James received the highest honor from his government in recognition of the great service he had rendered humanity. I wish we could say the same of our benefactors and government. Our great republic leaves our discoverers and scientists to rest in obscurity and to starve.

Long lost his all during our great civil war, and in his old age he is now being worked to death for the daily bread necessary to support himself and family.

The fate of Wells, Morton and Jackson is most pitiable.

Wells, disappointed in carrying off the honor of the great discovery of anaesthesia, became insane and committed suicide in New York in 1848.

Morton, disappointed at not receiving a pecuniary recognition from Congress for his labors, fretted himself into a congestion of the brain. In July, 1868, he returned to New York from Washington in the wildest state of excitement. Fatigue, anxiety and sleepless nights had exhausted his vital powers. Dr.
Lewis A. Sayre and Dr. Yale were called to him on the 15th July. They considered his condition as critical, placed him in the hands of a trained nurse, ordered leeches to his temples, cups on the spine, and ice to his head. Dr. Morton would not submit to treatment. As soon as Dr. Sayre left, he ordered his buggy to go to the Riverside hotel, saying he knew he would soon be well if he could get out of the hot city. He drove furiously up Broadway, and through the Central Park. At the upper end of the Park, he leaped from his buggy, and ran to a lake near by to cool his burning brain. Being persuaded to get into his buggy again, he drove a short distance, then leaped out, and jumping over a fence, he fell down in a state of insensibility. He was then taken moribund to St. Luke’s Hospital, where he died an hour or two later.

Jackson has been for some time in an insane asylum, hopelessly incurable.

How mournful the fate of these remarkable men! How sad to think that their lives were embittered with envy, jealousy and uncharitableness towards each other! Let us forget their faults, and remember only the good that has resulted from their labors.

It is said that "The evil that men do lives after them." But here the good that these men did will live after them, and live forever.

Vaccination is perhaps the greatest boon ever conferred by science on humanity. Anæsthesia is the next. England gave us the one. America the other. England recognized the labors of Jenner, not, however, in a manner commensurate with the magnitude of his work. America should recognize the labors of Long, Wells, Morton, and Jackson, if not in a manner commensurate with the value of their work, at least to such an extent as to relieve the necessities of their several families, thereby proving that Republics are not always ungrateful. Government aid, voluntarily tendered at this time, would be acceptable to all of them, for they are all really in need of it. Each of these families ought to receive at least one hundred thousand dollars.

I propose, then, that the whole medical profession, North, South, East and West, unite in asking Congress, at its next ses-
sion, to appropriate this sum, as an anaesthesia fund, to be divided equally between the families of Long, Wells, Morton, and Jackson.

One hundred thousand dollars is a small sum to offer where men have sacrificed their lives for the good of the whole civilized world, leaving their families in straightened circumstances. How small this pittance when measured by the benefits these men conferred on the world!

Let us, as Americans, rise above all party, all prejudice, all sectionalism, and demand of the Government this appropriation for the great work accomplished by these martyrs to science and humanity.
267. Madison Ave.

New York

July 1877

My dear Doctor Cop

Your letter of the 14th of June was received, including Judge Andrews' letter. The photograph will probably arrive to day.

By all means send me the affidavits of parties.
Who witness'd the operations in 1842, or of those who knew of the operations soon after their performance and also of the physicians who were informed of the operations.

Pleasse lend me
Here and obey me
Most truly

J. Marion Sims.
My Dear Doctor Long

Your letters of the 14th & 15th rcd.[sic](received) including Judge Andrews’ letter. The photograph will probably arrive to day.

By all means send me “The affidavits of parties who witnessed the operations in 1842. or of those who knew of the operations soon after their performance and also of the physicians who were in-formed of the operations. ”

Please send at once and oblige  Yours

most truly

J. Marion Sims